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CAMERA BAGS / POUCHES / STRAPS

A Life with Camera
カメラのある一日を楽しむために

RED LABEL is a brand created for use at various occasions and settings
by people who enjoy their camera life. It offers sophisticated, urban
and casual designs while guaranteeing not only the functionality that
camera users expect but also the highest level of quality as the
conventional ARTISAN & ARTIST products.

All RED LABEL products are designed and their production supervised by ARTISAN & ARTIST in Tokyo, Japan.

www.redlabel-artisanandartist.com

よりアクティブなライフスタイルをサポートする

RED LABEL debut!
[Introduction] A new brand called RED LABEL is launched by
ARTISAN & ARTIST, a Japanese brand, which embodies outstanding
craftsmanship without compromising to the demand of artists.
While maintaining the unchanged sound quality of ARTISAN &
ARTIST, RED LABEL is designed for active people who enjoy an
urban lifestyle.
[Name] RED stands for “Re-Engineered Design”, and at the same
time, symbolizes the active, aggressive, challenging and energetic
image that the color RED has.

Material

EASY SLIDER System

: Shoulder bag, Messenger bag, Backpack, Pouch

: Shoulder bag, Messenger bag, Backpack

All RED LABEL bags and pouches use Spidelon as the main

This is the art of strap engineering, a newly developed system based

material. Spidelon in combination with 1680D Nylon creates a

on the Easy Slider (registered utility model) from ARTISAN &

material of very high durability.

ARTIST which enables quick and easy length adjustment. Besides

<What is Spidelon?>

ARTISAN & ARTIST’s existing products, RED LABEL is probably

It is an ultra-high-tenacity material (Nylon 87%/Polyester 9%/High-

the world’s first camera bag to offer this unique feature.

Shoulder bag

Tenacity Polyethylene 4%) using threads containing UHMWPE
(Ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene). UHMWPE is strong

When used as a camera bag, we recommend wearing the RED

against horizontal and vertical tearing and far stronger than piano

LABEL bags on your right shoulder so that the camera or lens inside

wire or steel wire of the same weight. It is also used in the shipping,

can be taken out whilst the bag is still on your back.

mountain climbing and leisure industries.

Messenger Bag

Backpack

Photographer:Shumpei Ohsugi, Toshimi Matsuda Movie:Ray Kondo Styling:Tomoyuki Sasaki Model:Syuichi Nomura thanks:Calamita by ACTION SPORTS

Single-lens reflex camera

Special Features
: Shoulder bag, Messenger bag, Backpack

Size

Mid-level body

lens

Leica or mirrorless camera
body

lens

: RDS-AC100,200

Strap with a lens cap holder

Pocket
iPad

PC

FR : Front / IN : Inner / SI : Side

: All straps

Tape and Ring type

[RDS-AC200] A 67-82mm diameter lens cap can be attached to the
All RED LABEL bags are

strap for safe keeping.

capable of storing an item
up to the size of a B4 sketch
book.
(This brochure is B4 size)

While this strap is of the tape type, it can also be used with a ring
[RDS-AC100] A 49-62mm diameter lens cap can be attached to the

type camera by attaching a ring hook and leather ring cover, both of

strap for safe keeping.

which are included as accessories.

8:00

15:00

18:00

Shoulder bag
RDB-SD100

and customize

of the shoulder bag. Within the front compartment

shoulder bag. As the main compartment capacity

the inner case

there are four smaller pockets in three different

is variable depending on the hook position, the

to

the

sizes. Therefore, items large or small can be

bag can be modified to match the occasion.

and

conveniently stored. The front compartment also

suit

camera

This shoulder bag which includes a front
flap is considered the standard model
for a camera bag.

Gym bag by putting the shoes bag in.

accessories.

features a waterproof

An additional

YKK zipper. Both the

waterproof

side pockets and the

YKK zipper on

front

the rear side

are

makes it easy

width.

compartment
expandable

in

to access the main compartment.

The padded shoulder strap makes it comfortable

An internal cushioned compartment can hold a

to carry the bag and its contents.

laptop up to the size of 15 inches.
By removing the inner case of the main

Body Size

W370 × H250-350 × D140mm

Inner Size

W330 × H160 × D100mm

Pocket

FR:1 / SI:2 / PC:1

Strap

Easy Slider System

two additional lenses can be stored inside. The

Material

< SPIDELON > / Nylon

5mm thick core material at the bottom and the

Color

Grey

Contents

Mid-level DSLR with lens + 2 Lenses

There are two larger pockets located on the sides
A single lens reflex camera (middle model) and

10mm thick inner case securely protects the
items within. The inner partitions are fastened
with Velcro tape, making it easy to detach them

compartment, the camera bag becomes a casual

+ MacBook Pro 15 inch Retina
M

15

11:00

12:00

17:00

14:00

Messenger bag
RDB-MG100

and customize

zipper and a divided

the inner case

pocket,

to

the

various small items to

and

be separately stored.

suit

camera

The messenger bag is convenient to
wear when riding either a bike or a
motorcycle.

enabling

accessories.

To reduce the strain of

An additional

carrying the bag and

waterproof

its

YKK zipper on

shoulder strap is fitted

the rear side

with a thick pad.

contents,

the

makes it easy
to access the

It can store a single lens reflex camera (middle
model) and two additional lenses inside. A 10mm
thick inner case securely protects the camera and
accessories. The inner partitions are fastened
with Velcro tape, making it easy to detach them

By removing the inner

main compartment.

case and closing the

The bag has a pocket

external

fitted with cushioning

waterproof YKK zipper,

which

the

can

hold

a

messenger

side
bag

Body Size

With Inner Case : W350 × H230-330 × D120mm
Without case and close zipper : W430 × H260 × D30mm

Inner Size

W330 × H160 × D100mm

Pocket

FR:1 / PC:1

laptop up to the size of

can also be used as a

13 inches.

thin casual bag. The

Strap

Easy Slider System

bag capacity can be

Material

< SPIDELON > / Nylon

Color

Grey

Contents

Mid-level DSLR with lens + 2 Lenses

There are two different

changed by adjusting

pockets in the front

the hooks.

compartment,

a

full

size pocket with a

+ MacBook Pro 13 inch Retina
M

13

www.redlabel-artisanandartist.com

How to use the Backpack
Scan here for movie!→
https://vimeo.com/102799910

11:00

15:00

13:00

Backpack
RDB-BP100

A completely new style of backpack,
pursuing convenience and ease of use
depending on the purpose.

easy to detach them and customize the inner

a

case to suit the camera and accessories.

depending

In the upper section of the bag, there are two

occasion. When used

different types of pockets. A full size pocket with

as a shoulder bag, you

a zipper and a divided pocket, enabling various

can easily access the

items to be separately

contents inside.

stored. In the lower

There are two larger

section

a

pockets located on the

pocket with a zipper as

sides, one of which

well as a pocket fitted

can also store the extra shoulder strap when

with cushioning which

using the backpack as a shoulder bag.

there

is

shoulder
on

bag,
the

can hold items up to

A mirrorless camera with a lens and two additional
lenses can be stored inside. The 5mm thick core
material at the bottom and the 10mm thick inner
case securely protects the items within. The inner
partitions are fastened with Velcro tape, making it

the size of an iPad.

The bag has a partition which separates the

To reduce the strain of

compartment into two sections, upper and lower.

carrying the bag and

It can be unzipped

its

the

to create one big

shoulder strap is fitted

compartment. (Up

with a thick pad.
The

contents,

clever

strap

system enables it to be
used as a backpack or

Body Size

W260 × H430 × D120mm

Inner Size

W250 × H150 × D90mm

Pocket

IN:3 / SI:2 / PC:1

Strap

Easy Slider System

to B4 size can be

Material

< SPIDELON > / Nylon

stored)

Color

Grey

Contents

Mirrorless camera with lens + 2 Lenses
+ iPad Air

Pouches
These pouches have the unique feature
of a wide opening. You can easily access
the inside of the pouch which makes it
convenient to put items in and take them
out. The loop style string attached to the
zipper makes it effortless to open and
close the pouch.

Straps
RDS-AC100
This strap consists of two different types of acrylic
tapes laminated together.

The use of bi-color

material is an accent from a design point of view.
This strap is compatible with mirrorless camera.
A 49-62mm diameter lens cap can fit in the lens
cap holder. When not in use, the lens cap holder
can be rolled up to be small.

RDP-KG100
A mirrorless camera with a lens and one additional
lens can be stored within.
The pouch has two different pockets, a full size
pocket with a zipper and a divided pocket.

Size

L810-1,530 × W25mm

Termination tape

W10mm

Material

Acrylic / Leather / Nylon

Color

Khaki × Orange / Brown × Camel

Contents

Mirrorless camera

RDS-AC200
The wide strap lessens the weight applied to your
neck. This strap is compatible with single lens
reflex cameras.
A 67-82mm diameter lens cap can fit in the lens
cap holder. The lens cap holder is designed to fit
the tape width.

Size

L810-1,530 × W38mm

Body Size

W190 × H120 × D100mm

Termination tape

W10mm

Pocket

IN:3

Material

Acrylic / Leather / Nylon

Material

< SPIDELON > / Nylon

Color

Black / Red

Color

Grey

Contents

Mid-level DSLR

Contents

Mirrorless camera with lens + One lens

RDS-LT100
RDP-KG110
A mirrorless camera with a lens can be stored
within.
The pouch has pockets on both sides, one of

Through using a thinner strip of leather, the strap
is crafted to be nice and soft and adapts to the
user over time. The thick stitches in a different
color add a nice contrast. This strap is compatible
with mirrorless camera.

which has a zipper.

Body Size

W150 × H120 × D100mm

Pocket

IN:2

Material

< SPIDELON > / Nylon

Color

Grey

Contents

Mirrorless camera with lens

Size

L810-1,530 × W20mm

Termination tape

W10mm

Material

Leather / Nylon

Color

Black (red stitch) / Brown (orange stitch) /
Camel (white stitch)

Contents

Mirrorless camera
*Specifications for all products may be changed for improvement without notice.

